
We are in for another relatively busy week for markets, after last
week's slight turbulence, kick-started of course by the Federal
Reserve's more hawkish views and shift in its so-called 'dot plot' rate
forecasts.
This afternoon we will see the ECB President Christine Lagarde
speaking at a virtual hearing with the European Parliament Economic
and Monetary Affairs Committee at 3:15pm Irish time, European
traders will no doubt be watching closely for any hawkish hints.
Tomorrow looks set to be quiet on the data front, Fed Chair Jerome
Powell due to testify before the House on the Coronavirus crisis at
7pm Irish time. On Wednesday we will see the release of important
Services and Manufacturing PMI data from Europe, the UK, and the
US in the afternoon. These PMIs are a leading indicator of economic
health, and will report data from the current month, with analysts
expecting expansionary moves across the board for June.
On Thursday morning Germany will release its monthly 'IFO Business
Climate' figure, followed swiftly by the Bank of England's latest rate
decision and monetary policy announcement at noon. The central
bank are not expected to make any changes to policy this month, in
May the BOE revised its inflation and GDP forecasts higher and
lowered its projection for the UK unemployment rate.
On Thursday afternoon the US will release its 'Final GDP' result, this is
the third of three GDP releases for Q1 in the US and should not have
a large impact on markets, in theory.
Friday will see the release of the Fed's preferred inflation metric, the
'Core PCE Index', this m/m figure expected to come in at 0.6% versus
the previous 0.7% reading. 
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Equities: European stock indices pulled back off their highs on Friday, when the continent
saw a sell-off of about 1.8%. Importantly, the Federal Reserve came out more hawkish than
was expected by markets last week, bringing the reflation trade of the last 7 months into
question, a situation that we will be continuously monitoring this summer. The DAX and
EuroStoxx indices are roughly 0.40% higher on Monday morning, looking to make up some of
last week's losses, as equity futures in the US are on a similar path bringing the VIX back
below $20. We note that Japan saw its worst sell off in over a year amid now global concerns
about a less accommodative Fed, the Nikkei225 shedding over 3% of its value overnight.
Currencies: The Dollar moved sharply higher last week after the Federal Reserve decision, as
the central bank begins to slowly react to strong economic data and a move higher in
inflation. Currency traders will look today to ECB President Christine Lagarde who is due to
speak at 3:15pm, and then to the Fed Chair J Powell tomorrow evening. EUR/USD and
GBP/USD both slightly higher to 1.189 and 1.387 this morning.
Safe-havens: Shorter duration US bond yields moved higher at the end of last week, as
markets began to price in two rate hikes in the States during 2023, the nation's 2-year yielding
as high as 0.284% for the first time in over a year. The same has not been priced in across
Europe, Germany's 2-year bond yield only reaching -0.64% on the back of the Fed's
announcement, a level already reached about a month ago. Longer duration yields on both
sides of the Atlantic remain relatively subdued, indicating expectations for the current
inflationary spike to come under control in the medium-longer term. 

The Week Ahead

Kerry Group
Following its announcement late last week about the planned sale of
its consumer foods' meats and meals business for €819m, Kerry
Group have today announced a deal to purchase preservatives maker
Hare Topco, also known as Niacet, for €853 million. 
Kerry have stated that the deal, agreed with an affiliate of funds
advised by SK Capital Partners and other shareholders, is on a cash-
free and debt-free basis, and will of course still be subject to
customary closing adjustments.
"Niacet is a business with market leading positions, differentiated
technologies and a strong and highly experienced management
team" said Kerry CEO Edmond Scanlon, "We are pleased to welcome
the Niacet team to Kerry and we are excited at the potential the
combination of our two businesses offers to outperform in this
important and attractive market" he added.
The deal is expected to close during the third quarter and will likely
be accretive in year 1. Niacet is forecast to deliver fiscal-year 2021
revenue of $220m and EBITDA of roughly $66m.


